Alice
Wilson

3

Trish Burr

2

Lesley
TurpinDelport

1b

TUTOR

Class
1a

4a

Nikki D
Wepener

WORKSHOP
Creative Camouflage

IGHALI 2018 - CLASS SCHEDULE 20th – 23rd September 2018
Presented by the Cape Embroiderers’ Guild.
Level
Inter.

Beg.

“Modern” Sampler

All

Malachite Kingfisher –
Needle Painting

All

Secrets of stitches in
sketches - Trees

Floral Blueprint

All

Creative Canvas
Knot Garden

Vyvyan
Müller

13

Beg./
Inter.

Schwalm Ring Pillow

Birgit
Edmayr

12

All

Felted & Embellished
House Shoes

Gerda
Möhr

11

Gold Work Book Cover

Penny
Cornell

10

Ready Steady Smock

Margie
Prestedge

9

Snutki (Polish Eyelet
lace-work)

André
Green

8

Grenville – a 17 C
Needlelace Frog Purse

Leslie-Ann
Meek

7

Heritage Box

Lorraine
Weers

6

Inter/
Adv.

Elegant Table Runner

Elsa Le
Roux

5

All

Secrets of stitches –
Cape Dutch Gable

4b

Adv.

4

R480

Sessions

Tuition
Fee

R360
R720
R360
R480
R360
R720
R720

3
6
3
4
3
6
6

Kit
Cost
R375
R375
R750
R50
R295
R350
R360
R425

Total
Cost

THURSDAY
Morning

THURSDAY
Afternoon

FRIDAY
morning

FRIDAY
Afternoon

SATURDAY
Morning

SATURDAY
Afternoon

SUNDAY
Morning

R855
R735
R1470

R410
R775
R710
R1080
R1145

th

Inter.
Beg./
Inter.
Inter.
Inter.

Beg./
Inter.

R720
R240
R240
R240
R240
R360
R360

6
2
2
2
2
3
3

R250
R60
R350
R250
R350
R120
R380

R970
R300
R590
R510
R590
R480
R740

Enquiries: penny.cornell@gmail.com
Registration: blackburng@telkomsa.net
Website: www.embroiderynetwork.co.za

3 Schoenstatt Avenue, Constantia, Cape Town.

Venue:

Schoenstatt Retreat and Conference Centre

Cape Embroiderers’ Guild

Hosted by

19th to 24th September 2018

“Escape to the Cape”

Embroidery
y Convention

IGHALI 2018

IGHALI 2018
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Co
Course:
Size:
Siz
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:
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Additional student requirements:
Tutor will lend frames to students for the
duration of the course. Students may use
their own tapestry frame if preferred. Glass
and wooden frame to insert work into
available if required at an additional cost of
R380.00
Double decker frames may also be purchased
at an additional cost of R433.20 if required.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, thimble….

Creative Canvas Work.
The students will be taught how to set up a stand and
mount work on it – this will take the form of verbal
instruction as a stand with the work set up will be
provided for the duration of the course.
Method of separating thread and re-aligning it will be
shown.
Instruction on how to pass thread from hand under
canvas to hand on surface will be demonstrated and
encouraged, but not insisted upon. Methods of
beginning and ending of threads will be discussed.
[Notes available for future reference.]
The eleven stitches used will be taught.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Creative Canvas Knot Garden
20cm x 20cm
Beginner/Intermediate
4-8
3 x 3 hour sessions (9 hours)
R380.00
R360.00
Total course cost: R740

Ne
Needlework has been a lifelong passion for Vyvyan. Her exposure to the
pu
public and her website www.craftgallery.co.za have resulted in reading
about, experimenting with and sharing knowledge over a period of 28 years.
abo
She enjoys gardening, photography, painting and handwork of all kinds

Vyvyan M
Müller

Detailed contents of kit:
14 count Zweigart Interlock Canvas.
18 skeins DMC stranded embroidery thread
needed to complete design.
House of Embroidery Perlé #5 – Christmas
Green.
Tapestry needle #22 and Chenille needle #22
Thread Holder.
Stitch instructions and coloured A3 chart of
knot garden design. A3 enlargement of
quarter designs to work from.
A4 Colour Chart and A4 instructions for
double decker stand.

13. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Co
Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

20

Additional student requirements:
Copy of “Anchor Embroidery Stitches” [little
green booklet by J&P Coats]
Marking pencil/pen, frames (15cm & smaller).
Access to a lightbox.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, thimble,
needles….

This is an introduction to traditional Schwalm
work techniques. Preparing the background,
withdrawing threads at regular intervals and
working a pattern over an area. The background
work is just a suggestion for filling the space and
trying out stitches.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Schwalm Ring Pillow
24cm x 20cm
All Levels
4-10
3 x 3 hour sessions (9 hours)
R120.00
R360.00
Total course cost: R480

EEmbroidery in various forms has played a huge part in my life. I started
te
teaching embroidery from 1995 onwards and applying books, courses and
h
hours of time working on various techniques – tending to focus on
EElizabethan and White work.
I was a founder member of the Helderberg Embroiderers’ Guild (Somerset
W
West) and Chairlady of Port Elizabeth Embroiderers’ Guild. I am currently
p
part of various groups, including some outreach programmes and I live in
Po
Port Elizabeth.

Birgit Edmayr

Detailed contents of kit:
Evenweave Fabric – approx.. 30 x35 cm .
2 x thread No. 8 Perlé.
Needle – chenille # 26
Notes.

12. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

1

The cover picture was designed by Tricia Elvin-Jensen for part of the 2011 CEG Heritage Band Sampler,
the brain child of LeslieAnn Meek, who invited various embroiderers to design a band
with a heritage theme – one for each month over a year.
This band was stitched by Penny Cornell.
The idea of the Band Sampler was so popular that designs were sent to embroiderers all over South Africa
and it is believed that almost 100 embroiderers were eventually involved.

John was involved in all the previous Ighali events in some way and was a loyal and much loved
member of the CEG for many many years. We are very sad that he is not with us to experience this
Ighali – but feel sure he is with us in spirit and we are sure many will remember him with great
fondness and a smile, as we do.

And we gratefully acknowledge the very generous donation made by the late John Roux
before he died in January this year.

We thank the Knysna Embroiderers’ Guild who sent us a donation.
Thanks also to members of the Port Elizabeth Embroiderers’ Guild,
the Helderberg Embroiderers’ Guild and the Cape Embroiderers’ Guild
who made items for the Goody Bags.
We also thank Trish Burr for donating items for the Goody Bags.

We especially thank those who donated items for raffles.

The CEG and IGHALI Committees would like to thank all those who have contributed and
helped with organising this event – you know who you are and we salute you!

IGHALI 2018 is organised by the
Cape Embroiderers’ Guild
and held at
Schoenstatt Retreat & Conference Centre
3 Schoenstatt Avenue, Constantia
CAPE TOWN

IGHALI
IG
IGH
ALI 2018

Lesley TurpinDelport

1a

Leslie-Ann Meek

André Green

Margie Prestedge

Penny Cornell

Gerda Möhr

Birgit Edmayr

Vyvyan Müller

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

2

Creative Canvas
Knot Garden

Beginner to
Intermediate
Beginner to
Intermediate.

All

Felted & Embellished
House Shoes

Schwalm Ring Pillow

Intermediate

3

3

2

2

2

2

Beginner to
Intermediate
Intermediate

6

Intermediate.

Gold Work Book Cover

Ready Steady Smock

Grenville – a 17th C
Needlelace Frog Purse
Snutki
(Polish Eyelet lace-work)

6

Lorraine Weers

6

Advanced

6

Intermediate
to Advanced.

Elegant Table Runner

Elsa Le Roux

5

Heritage Box

3

All

Secrets of stitches: Cape
Dutch Gable

4

3

4b

Beginner

6

3

4
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16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

Sessions Page

All

“Modern” Sampler

All

All

Intermediate

Creative Camouflage

Secrets of stiƚches in
sketches: Trees
Malachite Kingfisher:
Needle Painting

Level

WORKSHOP

Floral Blueprint

Nikki D Wepener

Alice Wilson

3

4a

Trish Burr

2

1b

TUTOR

Class

Presented by the Cape Embroiderers’ Guild.

IGHALI 2018 – CLASSES OFFERED

Felted and Embellished House Shoes
cm x cm
All
8-20
2x 3 hrs
R350.00
R240.00
Total course cost: R590
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Additional student requirements:
Bring your own “Bling”!
Students can bring anything to decorate their
shoes according to their taste and personality.
Crochet flowers, beads, broken jewellery etc.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needles….

Students will cut and make a pair of House Shoes,
decorated to their own individual taste.
Special innersoles and problem feet will be catered for.
Felted flowers, beads and leaves will be available at
reasonable prices.
No special stitching skills are needed.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course
Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Ge
Gerda
has been interested in felt making for many years before she got
the opportunity to learn the basic skills from one of South Africa’s
lea
leading textile artists. She developed her skills over many years by
pra
practising and attending master classes in Ireland, Cyprus, Holland and
els
elsewhere with teachers from America, Russia and Ireland. She is also
pa
part of an international felt forum. Gerda is one of the founder
me
members of the Helderberg Embroiderers Guild and served on the
co
committee for 10 years. Combining embroidery and felt to make
we
wearable and useful items is one of her passions.

Gerda Möhr

Detailed contents of kit:
I sheet of hand-made 100% Merino felt, eco
printed or dyed. Enough for one pair of shoes
and an innersole.
Stranded cotton or wool for stitching.
Outer hard wearing soft sole.

11. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

GOLD WORK Book Cover
12cm x 19.5cm
Intermediate
4-8
2 x 3 hour sessions ( 6 hours)
R250.00
R240.00
Total course cost: R510

18

Additional student requirements:
Embroidery hoop and a stand as both hands
are required to be free when doing couching
and Goldwork.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needles….

A creative experience using various Goldwork techniques,
Appliqué using leather, net and metal guaze.
Couching , surface stitchery and using metallic threads and
beadwork will also be included.
The finished embroidery could be used as a book cover or
framed as a small picture.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Pe
Penny
is an experienced tutor and author. She has taught in South Africa, UK,
Fr
France
and Australia; has exhibited widely and has work in private and
co
corporate
collections in the above countries as well as in Italy and New
Ze
Zealand.
She studied art, embroidery and design in London and has a City &
G
Guilds
diploma. Penny is passionate about embroidery and the need to pass
o this passion and her knowledge to others. She is a founder member of the
on
Ca Embroiderers’ Guild and has held the post of Chairman 4 times.
Cape

Penny Cornell

Detailed contents of kit:
Background fabric and muslin backing.
Selection of Gold and metallic threads.
Pieces of leather, gauze, net, coloured Tyvek,
dyed felt and beads.

10. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Tel: 021 761 5052
Mobile: 072 058 0252
e-mail: penny.cornell@gmail.com

Committee: Penny Cornell, Colleen Bowers, Gill Blackburn,
Bronwen Hurt, Yvonne Francis, Pearl Gawlowski.

33 Doordrift Village
Constantia
7806

19th to 24th September 2018

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

All BOOKINGS :
Gill Blackburn (Treasurer)
Email: blackburng@telkomsa.net
3

GENERAL ENQUIRIES:
Penny Cornell (Chairman)
Email: penny.cornell@gmail.com

FURTHER INFORMATION: until we meet at Ighali in September 2018:

PLEASE NOTE : BOOKINGS ARE PROCESSED ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS
50% Deposit secures your booking: Balance/Final payment:
Payable before but not later than 31st July 2018.
Cost of Kits is paid directly to the Teacher at commencement of the class at Ighali.
NO REFUNDS WILL BE MADE FOR CANCELLATIONS. Refunds will only be made if any course is
cancelled due to lack of support and no other course is acceptable or available.
With the first 80 Registrations a Goody Bag will be included.
The Registration/Information desk, situated at the entrance to Provincial House, will handle all
workshop queries, lost property and first aid requirements if needed during the convention.
Please Note: transport to and from the airport is the responsibility of delegates. There are numerous
shuttle services operating from the airport.

3. REGISTRATION - BOOKING:
x Booking opens on March 5th 2018 – No Telephonic Registration/Booking will be accepted.

The venue is set in tranquil gardens where one can sit and stitch when not attending a class! Access for
the physically disabled could be a problem as some rooms are upstairs and there are no lifts.
Please contact the committee if you have special needs – special dietary needs must be requested for at
time of registration.
No smoking is allowed in any of the buildings and no spirits are allowed on the premises. You may bring
your own wine should you wish to.

2. VENUE: Schoenstatt Retreat and Conference Centre – 3 Schoenstatt Avenue, Constantia. Cape Town.

We extend a warm and friendly welcome to all embroiderers, local, national and international, to this
Ighali Embroidery Convention, 2018, hosted by the Cape Embroiderers’ Guild. Sadly it looks as if this may
be the last Ighali convention for a few years so we sincerely hope that you will be able to join us and enjoy
a memorable and inspirational time stitching in Cape Town. We hope that the classes will inspire you to
create new and exciting embroidery projects and that you will leave feeling rejuvenated and relaxed,
having renewed old friendships and made new ones, learned new skills and collected treasured memories.

1. WELCOME:

Cape Embroiderers’ Guild

Hosted by the

“Escape to the Cape”

IGHALI Embroidery Convention 2018

For Delegates arriving at Cape Town International Airport there are many Shuttle services
available. Delegates to make own arrangements.

A wide variety of workshops catering for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced embroiderers, is
available. There are workshops lasting 2, 3, 4 or 6 sessions. Refer to the Ighali 2018 Brochure for
details of all the exciting classes on offer. Do make sure that classes to do not clash if booking more
than one workshop.
Please note that only the tuition fee, together with the registration fee is paid when registering. The
cost of kits is paid directly to the teacher at commencement of the class.
Indicate your 1st and 2nd choice of workshops on the Registration form. Workshops will be conducted
in 3 hourly sessions, with a break for refreshments. Some workshops will comprise 2 sessions a day
and some will have only one, allowing for some free time. Please note there are no workshops on
the afternoon of Sunday 23rd September.
The Ighali Committee reserves the right to cancel a workshop with low registration. Delegates who
have registered for such a workshop will be notified by the Ighali Committee and given the option of
registering for an alternative workshop. Alternatively all fees paid will be refunded.

x

4

Vendors will be housed in the foyer to the main Hall.

7. VENDORS: Items will be on sale on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, after classes - before
dinner, or by special arrangement with the vendor .

x

x

x

x

6. WORKSHOPS:

x

directions.

5. TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS :
x Schoenstatt is situated in Constantia. Please consult the street map inside the front cover for

4. ACCOMMODATION: BOOKINGS ARE PROCESSED ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS.
Schoenstatt Retreat and Conference Centre can offer 40 delegates (including the teachers) residential
accommodation. All meals and classes will take place at Schoenstatt. Meals are served in the Dining Room
in Provincial House.
x Accommodation at Schoenstatt: Arriving on Wednesday 19th September 2018 from 14h-00 and
departure on Monday 24th September 2018 before 10h-00.
x Accommodation and meals: Tariff includes dinner, bed and breakfast, with lunches and the Farewell
Dinner on Sunday 23rd September charged separately.
x Preference will be given to delegates booking for the whole week.
x All rooms are supplied with bed linen and hand towels. Bath towels and toiletries are not provided.
x Uncovered parking area is available on site – no garages or parking next to accommodation is
available.
x Booking to be done on official Registration form.
x Smoking only allowed outside buildings and no spirits are allowed on the premises.
x For those seeking B & B accommodation in close proximity to Schoenstatt the suburbs are:
Constantia, Tokai and Bergvliet. Delegates to make own arrangements.
x A daily fee of R130 will be applicable for non-resident day delegates.

IGHALI 2018

Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:
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Additional student requirements:
None.

Basic sewing supplies:
Notebook, pen, pencil, eraser, scissors, pins,
pincushion, #7 embroidery needles.

Special Techniques: moving vertically on pleats, starting
and ending correctly and spacing 3 shadow rows of smoking
evenly.

The smocking design is based on a dress that Princess
Charlotte is wearing. Alternative ideas will be provided for
more adventurous smockers.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Ready Steady Smock
12cm x 19.5cm
Intermediate
6-10
2 x 3 hour sessions (6 hours)
R350.00
R240.00
Total course cost: R590

Margie Prestedge started smocking some 30 years and has taught
smocking for most of that time. She has co-authored 2 books: “Smocking
for Pleasure” with the late Madeline Bird and “Smocking Inspiration“ with
Sheila Bennet.
She has completed SAGA courses on smocking and taught smocking in the
USA. Smocking has recently enjoyed renewed interest with the birth of
Princess Charlotte. The design to be taught at Ighali is based on one of her
favourite dresses.

Margie Prestedge

Detailed contents of kit:
The kit is a fully constructed dress. Just the
smoking needs to be stitched to complete the
little dress, fit for a princess.
Threads for smoking will be provided.
Note: The dress has not been hemmed.

9. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Snutki (Polish eyelet lace-work)
17cm diameter
Beginner/Intermediate
4-10
2 x 3 hour sessions (6 hours)
R60.00
R240.00
Total course cost: R300

16

Additional student requirements:
Sharp pointed small scissors, magnifying glass
if needed.
Awl or knitting needle for piercing holes in the
fabric.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needles….

Snutki is a Polish type of lace-work with simple stitching
including cut work, lacing of threads and eyelets.
Stitches include: Tacking, buttonhole, eyelet work and laying
of threads.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

At tthe age of 5, I stamped my foot at my Granny and insisted she teach
me embroidery. Luckily she obliged and forgave my bad behaviour and so
beg
began my life-long passion.. My mother added to my repertoire of
stitc
stitches. When I was older I began to teach myself Blackwork, Yugoslavian
cutw
cutwork and others.
My favourites are Stump Work, Canvas Work, small project Needle
pain
painting, Shadow work, Snutki (Polish eyelet lace-work) and Jacobean
emb
embroidery. I have been teaching for many years, specialising in beginners
and advanced pupils.
I have
ha other hobbies but none can top my passion for embroidery. You
won
won’t find me in front of the TV without a piece of work on the go!

André Green

Detailed contents of kit:
1 x ball Perlé thread.
1 x skein DMC embroidery thread.
1 x square of fabric with design on it.
2 x Needles.
White sewing thread.

8. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

There will be an area set aside for delegates and teachers to mount a small exhibition of their work.
Please contact the committee if you will be bringing work for display. The exhibition will only be
accessed by delegates. Please ensure that the work and packaging is clearly marked. The work should
be handed to a committee member on Wednesday evening and collected on Sunday afternoon before
the Farewell Dinner.

on display at the Registration desk and tickets will be for sale.

We have a number of raffles running and they will be drawn at the Farewell Dinner. The raffles will be

There will be other smaller
smalle Raffles available during Ighali

x

x

5

Welcome to Ighali at Schoenstatt on Wednesday evening. Meet old friends and make new ones. This
will take place on the Garden Room Patio – weather permitting.
Farewell Dinner and Draw of all Raffles. – Sunday evening, during dinner.

10. SPECIAL EVENTS:

x

Tickets R10 each

Mangata LED Magnifying Lamp with stand – Donated by The Independent Lifestyle Company

he above raffles are: R10 each
ea or 3 for R25
Tickets fo
forr both th
the

Stitched and donated by
b Penny Cornell:

Pair of Purple Pigeons

Goldwork Flower
(Designed, stitched and donated by Penny Cornell)

x

9. RAFFLES:

x

8. EXHIBITION:

IGHALI 2018

For minor incidents, first aid will be available from the Registration/Information desk.
Constantiaberg Medi Clinic tel.: 021-799 2911, is not far from the venue and there are pharmacies
located at Constantia Village Shopping Centre :
Constantia Pharmacy tel. 021-794 3713.
For urgent medical emergencies:
Ambulance Service: 10177(Service for user’s own expense)
SAPS: 10111

The organisers of Ighali Embroidery Convention 2018 accept no liability in the event of accidents
leading to physical injury, disablement or death. Further they accept no liability in the event of loss or
damage to any property brought onto the Schoenstatt premises, irrespective of whether such loss or
damage arises from, fire, theft or any other causes, or as a result of negligence (gross or otherwise) or
a wrongful act committed by any person, whether in the employment of Schoenstatt or Ighali
Embroidery Convention 2018.
Please ensure that personal possessions are secure at all times, especially cell phones or electronic
equipment.
Please look after the key/s to your room or classroom – if lost you may be charged for replacement.

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
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Penny Cornell
Colleen Bowers
Bronwen Hurt
Gill Blackburn
Yvonne Francis
Pearl Gawlowski.

IGHALI Committee:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AT IGHALI 2018.

Be punctual as a courtesy to the Teacher and fellow students.
Cell phones to be on silent or switched off during tuition. If you need to answer or make a call please
do somewhere where you do not cause disturbance to other students or the Teacher.
Ensure that you have the specified workshop requirements as listed.
If you wish to bring a magnifying lamp, please also bring an extension lead.
If you want to deviate from the class project as described in the class brochure, do not expect the
Teacher to take time from the other students to teach you something different. Remember that they
have paid the same fee for her time and attention as you have.
Do not take photographs without consent. It is common courtesy to ask permission from the
Teacher/Embroiderer before photographing any embroidery work.
Smoking only allowed outside the building in designated areas.

13. CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE:

x

x

x

12. INDEMNITY:

x

x

x
x

11. MEDICAL EMERGENCIES AND FIRST AID:

IGHALI 2018
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Additional student requirements:
Reel of dark blue or black sewing thread.
Pair of sharp embroidery scissors.
Pair of sturdy paper scissors.
Small wire cutters, of the sort found in bead
shops.
Small leatherman, optional.
Small 5” embroidery hoop if you wish.
Small metal thimble for Grenville.
Light and Magnifier as needed.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needles….

Needlace Thimble holder. Students will learn:
Laying down of wire cordonet.
Needlelace – Buttonhole with return thread.
Couching of Pearl Purl.
Wrapping of wire for legs and feet.
Construction of 3 dimensional frog.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course:
Grenville – 17thC Needlelace Frog Purse to hold thimble.
Size:
9cm x 8cm
Level:
Intermediate
No. of students:
5-12
Duration of course:
6 x 3 hour sessions (18 hours)
Cost of teaching kit:
R250.00
Tuition fee:
R720.00
Total course cost: R970

I began stitching in earnest when I went to live up the West Coast 20 years
ago. My interest in History meant I was naturally drawn to study and stitch
samplers, gradually refining this down to 17thC samplers. The depth and
complexity of the stitches fascinated me, and the more I learnt, the more I
realised how much we had lost since this very special time. In recent years,
I have studied extensively through the on-line university courses offered by
Dr Tricia Wilson Nguyen of Thistle Threads. About 3 years ago I started
designing and stitching a casket in the style of the 17 thC. I have given myself
7 years to complete the project. The little frog purse I plan to teach is
inspired from examples examined in various museums. I look forward to
sharing some of these experiences and skills with fellow embroiderers.

LeslieAnn
LeslieAn Meek

Detailed contents of kit:
3 x Pieces of Calico ground fabric.
1 x Cardboard template.
1 x Contact paper.
1 x Gold silk lining.
20 x lengths 28 gauge green paper covered
wire.
2 x Balls #8 Perle, 1 x skein DMC Floss.
1 x skein Tapestry wool, 1 x Pair glass eyes.
2 m Raj Pearl Sadi (Pearl Purl). Nymo thread.
2 x #26 Tapestry needles, 1 x #10 Crewel
Needle and 1 x large Chenille needle.
Complete instructions for making and
assembling the Frog, with colour
photographic illustration.

7. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018
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Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needles
(straw, crewel #5, tapestry).
Additional student requirements:
Embroidery hoop or roller frame, awl and
cream sewing thread.
Small paper scissors, circles template*, cutting
mat*, craft knife*, metal ruler*. Pick’n’Pay’s
oval yoghurt lid – 500ml. Glue*, iron*, plastic
bag* sponge* tape.
NOTE: Items marked with* will be available
for students to use BUT only one of each.

The side of the box features a
collection of 8 typical Cape
flora and fauna – hoopoe,
tortoise, disa, arum lily,
gecko, butterfly, guinea fowl
and protea.

Most of the stitching is staightforward but techniques
include needle painting, some needlelace, Quaker
stitch, trellis filling, stem stitch filling, bullions, square
herringbone, loop stitch, French knots, Colonial knots,
Fishbone and Fly stitch, satin and pistol stitch.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Note: The size of the background fabric can be
A3 or A4, students can chose when they
register.

Detailed contents of kit:
Instruction booklet, design silkscreened onto
the fabric, colour photo, all the threads and
notions needed for the project.
Students have the choice of creating this
beautiful beast in Approx. A3 (cheetah image)
or A4. Please choose size when booking.

7

Additional student requirements:
Hoops or frames

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needlesChenille 18/22, straw 7/10, crewel 5/10.

Learn how to create an abstract illusion of the magnificent
Cheetah, with accents such as the amazing face and tail.
Learn how to colour and shade the cloth with pencils and
graphite, moving into savannah colours with water colour
crayons. Fine silk appliqué embellished with embroidery
enhances the warm tones. Layers of hand-dyed wool are
embroidered into the background with free-style stitching.
Subtle overtones of pale grey/off white organza cause a
diffusion of the fibres. The glorious coat markings are worked
in different stitch combinations.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Creative Camouflage
38cm x24cm
Intermediate
8-20
4 x 3 hour sessions (12 hours)
R375.00
R480.00
Total course cost: R855

Course:
Size of embroidered image:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Heritage Box
13cm x 6cm
Advanced/Competent
4-12
6 x 3 hour sessions (18 hours)
R425.00
R720.00
Total course cost: R1 145

Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Lesley Turpin-Delport
Les
Lesley has a Fine Arts degree and post graduate teaching diploma. She has
be
been an enthusiastic teacher, lecturer and author of art and needle craft
sin
since the early 1970’s. Lesley has taught in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, UK
and USA and she has exhibited in Johannesburg, Japan, Maastricht and
Lon
London. Les Designs (established in 1988 in S.A.) offers a wide range of
fre
freestyle embroidery kits, threads and books. “Delicious Embroidery” her 9th
bo
book,
is a joint venture with her daughter Nikki. Ancient inspiration with a
mo
modern
twist is Lesley’s favourite teaching style. She is currently working on
pri
private
commissions on art and embroidery and lives in Knysna, SA.

1a. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

I learnt
le
knitting and sewing as a child. I then encountered cross stitch with
my Dutch mother-in-law, and I taught myself Hardanger from a book. The
birt
birth of my daughter brought me to the Smockers’ Guild and after that I
visit
visited the Embroiderers’ Guild, a total inspiration to me.
Hav
Having tried most styles, fine work takes preference, i.e. needlepainting, and
Ital
Italian techniques.
I have
ha a degree in chemistry and maths and worked as a laboratory assistant.
I am a perfectionist, especially in handwork.

Lorraine Weers

Detailed contents of kit:
Screen printed designs with muslin backing.
Threads and beads, also African beads for
feet.
Materials for box making.
Items for Stumpwork monkey and paper
flowers.
11 pages of detailed instructions and colour
photographs.

6. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Secrets of stitches in sketches - Trees
18cm x 30cm
All Levels
8-20
3 x 3 hour sessions (9 hours)
R375.00
R360.00
Total course cost: R735

8

Additional student requirements:
Hoops or frames

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needlesChenille 18/22, straw 7/10, crewel 5/10,
between needle 10.

Knysna rising - a beautiful sketch of trees on a taupe base
fabric. The “matriarchal” tree is worked in many types of silk
from Japan, combined with twisted silks from Paris. The stitch
techniques change from roots, to trunk and finally culminate in
the fine branches.
A 3rd dimension is worked in restoration silk and metal fibre
from England.
The sapling tree is a finer rendition, in shades of soft greens,
symbolic of the spring recovery of nature.
The secrets of the sketch and how to stitch into a sketch will be
revealed in the class as well as how to create a family tree.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course:
Size of embroidered image:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Les
Lesley has a Fine Arts degree and post graduate teaching diploma. She has
bee
been an enthusiastic teacher, lecturer and author of art and needle craft
sinc
since the early 1970’s. Lesley has taught in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, UK
and USA and she has exhibited in Johannesburg, Japan, Maastricht and
Lon
London. Les Designs (established in 1988 in S.A.) offers a wide range of
free
freestyle embroidery kits, threads and books. “Delicious Embroidery” her 9 th
boo is a joint venture with her daughter Nikki. Ancient inspiration with a
book,
mo
modern
twist is Lesley’s favourite teaching style. She is currently working on
priv
private
commissions on art and embroidery and lives in Knysna, SA.

Lesleyy Turpin-Delport
p

Detailed contents of kit:
Exquisite sketch on background fabric,
instruction booklet, colour photo, tagged
sketches, all the threads and notions needed
for the project.

1b. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Course:
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Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needles….
Additional student requirements:
Small hand held embroidery hoop:
(inner size 10 to 15 cm).
Small, sharp pointed scissors.
If needed: Spectacles/magnifier, doodle cloth
for practicing stitches, lamp with extension
cord and plug.

*** All the necessary tacking has been done, saving
time in class.

Techniques: Counted work; Drawn thread (removal of
threads); Pulled thread (no threads removed); Mitred
corners; Hem edge – Hedebo picots.
Stitches: Antique Hemstitch, Detached Buttonhole on
bars (“koringkorrels” – wheat-corn); Double Cross stitch;
Drawn thread space: Clusters inverted once; Eyelets:
square and diamond. Faggot stitch: Single and Reverse.
Hedebo Picots. Pulled thread: Chequer Filling and
Framed Cross Filling; Ribbed Spider Web and Woven
Flower in corners; Ribbed Spider Web with surrounding
half Square Eyelets (“Pampoentjies met skoentjies”).
The Floba 18 count works well with the techniques
applied and counting threads presents no problem.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

57cm x 36cm (completed size)
Intermediate/Advanced
5-10
6 x 3 hour sessions (18 hours)
R360.00
R720.00
Total course cost: R1080

Elegant Table Runner

Elsa
E sa is a self-taught embroiderer and needlework designer. She is an experienced
El
tu
utor aand has featured in and contributed projects to Threads and Crafts magazine
tutor
an
nd Via
V Laurie’s book Creative Embroidery. She has her own studio at home, where
and
sh
he runs
ru workshops, teaching a variety of Embroidery types. She uses a variety of
she
stitche
i
stitches
and techniques creating her own style of embroidery. Elsa is a member of
the Po
the
Port Elizabeth Embroiderers’ Guild and Pretoria Fine Arts Embroidery Guild.
Sh
he is currently serving as Projects Manager on the PEEG. She has taught at each
She
h since 2003 and chaired Ighali 2014 Embroidery Festival hosted by Port
Ighali
Eliizab
Elizabeth
Embroiderers’ Guild. In 2013 she established and still manages the web
si e ”Embroidery
sit
”
site
Network South Africa” featuring participating S.A. Embroidery
Guilds with the aim to promote and preserve embroidery for future generations.

Elsa Le Ro
Roux

Detailed contents of kit:
Fabric: Floba 18 cnt. 45cm x 70cm (coarse
evenweave) Colour – Oatmeal.
Threads: Perlé #8 – 25g, Perlé #12 – 20g
(white).
Needles: 2 x Tapestry needles #24.
Notes: Comprehensive notes with diagrams,
colour photos and pattern sheet.

5. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Secrets of stitches – Cape Dutch Gable
20.5cm x 25 cm
All Levels
8-20
3 x 3 hour sessions (9 hours)
R350.00
R360.00
Total course cost: R710
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Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, selection of
fine needles- crewel, between, bead needles.
Additional student requirements:
Hoops or frames.

The Cape Dutch homestead is our special heritage. A
charming illusion of a pencil sketch is enhanced using fine
silk threads in ecru, warm shades of taupe and grey.
The challenge is the limited palette so that the homestead
emerges from the foliage sketch. Many different
composite stitches and woven techniques overlaid with
couching are used for depth of field in the doors and
windows.
Everything is supplied in the kit from French silk threads to
Chinese silk threads. Should students wish to embroider
trees and foliage around the homestead, this will be
addressed and many ideas will be discussed and worked
through while students stitch.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course:
Size of stitched image:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Nik
Nikki moved to Hong Kong in 2006 and opened “Les Designs” there. Since then
she has continued to teach, exhibit and lecture worldwide on freestyle
em
embroidery. Nikki is always at the forefront of embroidery, whether it be
des
designing new techniques, integrating Western and Asian techniques, or
ma
mastering techniques from bygone eras. Currently she teaches freestyle
em
embroidery in Hong Kong and host’s exclusive customised tours to Hong Kong
and China. She is a qualified school teacher and certified embroidery artist
hav
having trained in freestyle embroidery, Royal School of Needlework and City
and Guilds. Nikki’s Asian experience has included Chinese double-sided
em
embroidery, bookbinding and Qipao construction (Chinese dress and button
ma
making). She has been featured in the Wall Street Journal and is involved with
private embroidery commissions.

Nikki Delport-Wepener
Delp

Detailed contents of kit:
Instruction booklet, design
silkscreened/drawn on the background fabric,
colour photo, all the threads and notions to
complete the design.

4b. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Malachite Kingfisher – Needle Painting
11cm x 13cm
All Levels
15 - 22
6 x 3 hour sessions (18 hours)
R750.00
R720.00
Total course cost: R1470

Basic sewing supplies: All provided in kit –
please bring Scissors and hoop (size 8”
supergrip)

9

Additional student requirements:
Must bring magnifying light (can purchase
from tutor if they do not have).
Students will require a copy of Trish’s
Handbook.

A Master Class in Needle Painting Embroidery over 3 days.
Beginning with the basics of long and short stitch and how to
create realistic branches, leaves and those all important fluffy
feathers using appropriate stitches for each element. This will
be accompanied by video tutorials and lots af hints and tips.
There will be plenty of time to work on the stitching of the
Malachite Kingfisher over the 6 sessions as well as some free
time to either: stitch at leisure or explore the delights of Cape
Town. Trish will be on hand to guide students every step of the
way and by the end of the workshop they will have gained
confidence in their embroidery and be able to tackle more
advanced needle painting designs

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

Trish is a designer, author and teacher of hand embroidery from Cape Town,
South Africa. She is known for her unique style of needle painting embroidery
which has progressively developed over the years to include detailed birds,
flowers, portraits and wildlife. More recently she has added creative
whitework to her portfolio. Trish has an online shop, has taught extensively
both locally and overseas and has published nine books to date. She enjoys
sharing her tips and knowledge with students and inspiring them to enjoy
and gain confidence in surface embroidery.

Trish B
Burr

Detailed contents of kit:
Instruction book.
Fine linen fabric with printed outline.
Needles.
DMC stranded cotton x 31 shades.
Au Ver A Soie silk x 16 shades.
Scrap fabric.

2. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

“MODERN” SAMPLER
19cm x 22.5cm
Beginner
5-20
3 x 3 hour sessions (9 hours)
R50.00
R360.00
Total course cost: R410
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Additional student requirements:
Embroidery hoop of own choosing.
If a student wants to use an embroidery hoop
stand and/or magnifying glass they are
welcome, but it is not essential.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, needles….

This is aimed at the novice embroiderer, but can be enjoyed
by a more experienced embroiderer. The student will be
taught basic stitches – Back stitch, Blanket stitch, Chain
stitch, Chevron stitch, Feather stitch, Fly stitch, French knots,
Herringbone stitch, Running stitch, and Stem stitch.
They will be given a design, which they will draw onto the
fabric. By using their embroidery they will then turn it into a
mofern version of a sampler by “colouring-in” the design
with the stitches that they are taught in the class. They will
then be shown how to turn the piece of embroidery into a
pocket for a commercially made bag, or they can opt to
frame their work and turn it into a cushion.
There will be 2 colourways to choose from – Autumn (shades
of yellow/orange) and Strawberry (shades of pink).

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:

I was
w exposed to teaching through my work in the Defence Force. I started
em
embroidering as a child at school and my love of embroidery blossomed over the
yea
years as I was exposed to teachers like Lorna Bateman, Vyv Muller, Penny Cornell,
Me
Megan Longe and Elsa Le Roux. I love Cross Stitching, but also enjoy Canvas Work
and experimenting with embroidery. I have taught on numerous occasions at
PEE
PEEG meetings and have run craft workshops for both the Quilters’ and
Em
Embroiderers’ Guilds. I just love sharing, especially with those willing to learn.

Alice W
Wilson

Detailed contents of kit:
A4 size good quality unbleached calico fabric
and a cheese cloth backing.
A selection of stranded threads sufficient to
complete the design.
Sewing thread for tacking purposes;
comprehensive notes with a coloured image
of the finished article. A stitch glossary.
Instructions on how to turn the work into a
bag pocket and a paper pattern.

3. Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

Course:
Size:
Level:
No. of students:
Duration of course:
Cost of teaching kit:
Tuition fee:
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Additional student requirements: Hoops or
frames.

Basic sewing supplies: Notebook, pen, pencil,
eraser, scissors, pins, pincushion, selection of
fine needles- Chenille, straw, between, bead
needles.

Inspired by Pierre Jean Francois Turpin 1775-1840

The charm of this blueprint is the working with clever
stitch combinations within a limited palette.
Spherical illusion:
Simple stitches create striking bloom.
Elliptical illusion:
This is an exercise in scale, interpreting the daisy
format.
Indigo Thistle:
Delicate stiff fibre & beads versus composite stitches
in 3rd dimension.
Pastel precision:
Master petals in third dimension.

Course description and techniques to be taught:

Floral Blueprint
19cm x 19cm
All Levels
8-20
4 x 3 hour sessions (12 hours)
R295.00
R480.00
Total course cost: R775

Nik
Nikki moved to Hong Kong in 2006 and opened “Les Designs” there. Since
the
then she has continued to teach, exhibit and lecture worldwide on freestyle
emb
embroidery. Nikki is always at the forefront of embroidery, whether it be
des
designing new techniques, integrating Western and Asian techniques, or
mas
mastering techniques from bygone eras. Currently Nikki teaches freestyle
emb
embroidery in Hong Kong and host’s exclusive customised tours to Hong
Kon
Kong and China. She is a qualified school teacher and certified embroidery
arti
artist having trained in freestyle embroidery, Royal School of Needlework
and City and Guilds. Nikki’s Asian experience has included Chinese doubleside
sided embroidery, bookbinding and Qipao construction (Chinese dress and
but
button making). She has been featured in the Wall Street Journal and is
invo
involved with private embroidery commissions.

Nikki Delport-Wepener

Detailed contents of kit:
Instruction booklet, design
silkscreened/drawn on the background fabric,
colour photo, all the threads and notions
needed for the project.

4a Teacher:

IGHALI 2018

